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Abstract. The basic problems are considered in the paper connected with
solving the problems of forecasting development of enterprises in the
conditions of growth of volumes and intensity of information flows in
consequence of digitalization of economic processes. The aspects of using
a cost approach and also life cycle models of enterprises in the tasks of
building the system of planning and predicting activity are considered. An
approach to forecasting development of an enterprise on the basis of a
dynamic model of the cost growth is proposed by the authors. As the main
general indicator fundamental cost of an enterprise is considered, which
includes four basic elements. A principle which takes into account
dynamic cosubordination of basic indicators of growth of the fundamental
enterprise cost is accepted as a basis for the predicting model. A variant of
a structure of an adaptive model of dynamic cosubordination of basic
indicators is suggested; the structure changes depending on the stage of the
life cycle. The represented approach enables taking into account
contradictory requirements to the choice of key indicators of development,
changing at different stages of the life cycle, and also estimating and
predicting the activity of an enterprise from unified positions.

1 Introduction
The millennium of transformation to digital economy reveals new opportunities in the
sphere of managing business [1]. By means of increasing flexibility in processing
significant volumes of information arrays and expanding opportunities for accessing the
information enterprise management gets new resources for generating new knowledge in
a
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real time scale [2]. This knowledge, in its turn, facilitates growth of management efficiency
and, consequently, competitive ability of enterprises. New knowledge and new models of
its extracting and using enable shortening the time for analysis and taking decisions enable
considering a greater number of factors and modeling future problems and challenges
which deal with effective development of enterprises.
Thanks to digital economy even a very small enterprise becomes the owner of a huge
volume of information about its activity, on condition that its system of business and
management accounting is correctly organized. The growth of information volumes about
the enterprise activity in different aspects increases awareness of managers and owners of
the enterprise activity state. On the other hand, development of digital economy gives new
opportunities for accessing and using external information which is also important for
making management decisions. This information becomes more extensive, cheaper and the
promptness of its obtaining constantly grows. At that, as the technology of distributed data
storage develops, possibilities for using actual information in enterprise management
become more and more accessible [3].
Consequently, the value of the models increases: the models make building the process
of enterprise development possible with the use of the entire array of aposteriori
information on the activity of the enterprise, also using external information which
preconditions the activity of the enterprise and data on macroeconomic and regional
forecasts [4]. In addition to that, formulation of such models is connected with certain
hardships which are preconditioned, first of all, by a great number of correlation
relationships between indicators which reflect the activity of the enterprise. A very
important factor is the possibility for accounting changes of goal sets in such models and
also taking into account behavior of enterprises at different stages of their life cycle.

2 The problems of predicting the development of an enterprise
at the current stage
Planning and, especially, predicting the activity and development of an enterprise are the
most complex elements in the activity control circuit of the enterprise and they are
connected with strategic planning which is aimed at providing the enterprise managers and
owners with information on possible alternative directions for its development depending
on the condition of the internal and external environment. Predicting is one of the main
procedures of strategic planning; it’s about composing alternative long-term and mediumterm forecasts of the activity of the enterprise and estimating the degree of executability of
the given forecasts [5, 6].
Currently, the methods of simulation and economic-statistical modeling are most widely
spread [7, 8]. They are based on the use of statistical regularities as one of the forms of
expressing the variety of economically stable connections between separate elements of an
enterprise as a system and also between enterprises in the external environment which is
constantly changing. That is to say, digital economy enables using the advantages of
external and internal information awareness of the enterprise management to the full extent.
Currently, methods of predicting the activity of an enterprise based on the complex of
economic and financial indicators are worked out in detail. At the same time, the approach
to predicting the development of an enterprise may be built on the basis of the cost
approach [9, 10]. Without going into all the peculiarities of this approach, we will mark its
most important aspects, namely:
– fixation of the activity on the growth (gain) of cost and not on its concrete value;
– commitment to providing stable long-term active existence of the enterprise (that is,
the life time of the enterprise is not limited and not considered as a project limited in time);
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– commitment to the future of the enterprise and that implicates finding answers to the
question: "What is it necessary to do today in order to provide the required rates of growth
of the cost in future?"
– fixation not only on the managers' and owners' interests but also on the interests of
other groups of people interested in the activity of the enterprise (stakeholders);
– an objectively proved possibility of influencing the cost of an enterprise through
managing its operational, financial and investment activities.
The suggested theoretical projects, as a rule, don't take into account the stage of the life
cycle of an enterprise. At the same time, competent accounting of this factor at each stage
enables concentrating on the most important, from the point of view of cost ideology,
indicators and, in doing so, ensure stable and sequential development of the enterprise [11].
While predicting the development of the enterprise it is important to define basic
models which are in the basis of its activity at each stage of its life cycle, to determine the
horizon and the goals of predictive modeling. This approach allows the enterprise to select
the most effective development pathway at each stage of its life cycle, ensuring in doing so
progressive stable development.

3 Integration of life cycle models with the conception of the
cost approach for managing the enterprise
The main task of life cycle models is distinguishing periods in the development of an
enterprise; each one of them is characterized by certain stable features. At this, control
models should directly consider these features and they should be built on the basis of a
detailed report.
Historically, the appearing and development of life cycle models was connected with
the analysis of organizational problems in the enterprise activity which is associated with
distributing rights, privileges and responsibility [12]. However, further it became clear that
expansion of life cycle models to aspects of financial, operational and investment activity
of an enterprise may also bring significant positive effects. This idea was mostly widely
used for managing enterprise finances [13]. Thus, it is suggested to consider cost models
(of the EVA, MVA types) only at the stage of maturity in the work [14], and in our opinion
that is not enough. It is also suggested to use cost models at different stages of the life cycle
in the work [15], however, there are no specific recommendations in this work.
A deep economic analysis of cost and its dynamics through the prism of the life cycle
stages of an enterprise is carried out in the works [8, 16] and it is shown that the cost
growth indicator of an enterprise defined through money flows is dependent on the complex
internal structure of the cost generation system and is formed thanks to money flows from
operational, investment and financial activity of an enterprise. Dynamics of these
components of the money flow and integral value of the net cash flow of an enterprise at
life cycle stages is represented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Dynamics of rates of growth, components of net cash flow of an enterprise.
Basic profile of a dynamically
Life cycle stage
Main task
harmonized system
To prove viability and consistency T(CFO)>T(CFF)>1>T(CFI)
Founding stage
of a business-project
T(CF) <0
Growth
Transformation of the money flow T(CFO)>T(CFF)>T(CFI) >1
stage (youth)
into the formed market share
T(CF) >>1
T(CFO)>T(CFI) >T(CFF)>1
The
stage
of Building
up
an
effective
T(CF) >1
stability (maturity)
competitive business-model
T(CFI) >T(CFF)>T(CFO)>1
Preparing
to
effective T(CF) < >1
transformation of an enterprise in
The stage of decline
T(CFO)>1>T(CFF)>T(CFI)
accordance with the requirements of
T(CF) < 0
competitive conditions

The following designations are used in this table: T(CFO) – the rate of growth of the
money flow from operational activity, T(CFF) – the rate of growth of the money flow from
financial activity, T(CFI) – the rate of growth of the money flow from investment activity,
T(CF) – the rate of growth of integral value of the net cash flow of the enterprise.
The authors introduced a transition line in Table 1 between the stages of stability and
decline (marked by color filling in the table). This addition has not technical but conceptual
character. This transition situation corresponds to the point of bifurcation – the situation in
which an enterprise may be. Development after its passing may follow two scenarios:
optimistic (maintaining competitive ability and stable functioning, preserving and
increasing value of an enterprise) or pessimistic (losing competitive advantages, reduction
in value of an enterprise).
At this, the first scenario, in case of taking decisions of an innovative type by the
management of the enterprise, may lead to transition to the next cycle of its life. In this case
the enterprise, owing to the implemented technological, organizational, market and other
innovations, passes to a new stage of growth and stability, that is, a new phase of
development is implemented which presupposes repeating the stages of youth and maturity.
Such a transition to a new stage of development is possible only in the event when benefit
from investments into expanded production on the innovative basis starts to bring income
which is comparable to the main activity of the enterprise.
The main idea of the considered approach reflected in the form of Table 1 is that at
different life cycle stages of an enterprise dynamics of components of its value differs and,
definitely, it is necessary to take it into account when building up a system of enterprise
management on the basis of its value. Nonhomogeneity of the value indicator as an
economical category is considered and justified in detail in the works [17, 18].
To estimate each component of the cost value a chain of private indicators may be used
which characterizes the value and quality of this or that component of the cost. Moreover,
in a general case these indicators may be combined in a system on the basis of principles of
dynamic concurrence. This approach was earlier developed by the authors and represented
in the article [16]. The chain of dynamic concurrence of separate elements of the
fundamental cost [8] is the basic one according to the approach suggested by us:
I(VDF)> I(VI)> I(VО)> I(VB)>0,

(1)

where I(VВ), I(VО), I(VI), I(VDF) are rates of gain of balance, operational, investment
components and the component of dynamic flexibility (potential) of the fundamental cost of
a trade enterprise, respectively. The cost component of dynamic flexibility is the cost of
direct and indirect abilities of an enterprise to adapt to changes of external environment and
also to transform it for its own benefit.
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The represented model is true only at the stage of maturity, at the same time; the task of
achieving the cost growth at other stages of the life cycle requires applying other kinds
(schemes) of dynamic arrangement. The schemes of dynamic arrangement of private
factors suggested by us are represented in Table 2. It should be noted that the moment of
transition from the stability (maturity) stage to decline stage is specially emphasized in this
table like in the previous one.
But, unlike Table 1, where the growth rates of the components of the company's cash
flow are considered, the rate of increase in the value of the enterprise is considered here. A
very important contribution into the cost growth at the maturity stage and passing over to a
new development cycle is made by the component of dynamic flexibility value (VDF)
which is an estimation of competitive advantages, intellectual capital and also other direct
and indirect abilities of the enterprise to change its internal environment in the context of
external environment changes. If this cost component is developed insufficiently it won't
allow the enterprise to implement the required internal transformations and it will lead it to
the stage of decline.
Table 2. Schemes of dynamic arrangement of gain rates of the basic factors of the enterprise value
growth system.
Life cycle stage
Founding stage
The stage of growth (youth)
The stage of stability (maturity)
The stage of decline

Basic profile of a dynamically harmonized system
I(VО)>0
I(VО)> I(VI)>I(VB)>0
I(VО)> I(VI)>I(VD)>I(VDF)>0
I(VDF)>I(VI)>I(VО)>I(VB)>0
I(VB)>0

4 Predicting development of an enterprise with the use of
schemes of dynamic arrangement
The variant of the adaptive variant of dynamic arrangement of growth rates for basic factors
of an enterprise value growth suggested above can be used for building up a scheme of
predicting development of the enterprise.
In order to account for correlation between the main factors of value growth through
basic factors – growth rates, the method of system predicting can be used, suggested in the
work [11]. The theory of potentials is at the core of analytical methods of system analysis.
According to this theory any object or system represents a multidimensional dynamic
object or a system because it is described with multiple factors. A notion of "shalanovskiy
process" is suggested for predicting; it is a non steady accidental process the state of which
at a moment of time depends on the state at the previous stage. The basic element of the
approach is the Shalanov’s chain which is built on the basis of recurrent relation:
X (t+1) = B(t–1, t, j) X(t) ,

(2)

X(t) is the state of the system at the moment of time t.
X (t+1) – the state of the system at the moment of time t+1.
B(t–1, t, j) – transfer matrix based on accounting for retrospective data;
j –mean-square deviation of attributes which characterize the system
development level.
Predicting the system state is implemented on the basis of Shalanov’s chains on the
basis of the following algorithm:

where

X (t+1) = B(t–1, t, j(1,t)) X(t);
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X (t+2) = B(t, t+1, j(1,t+1)) X(t+1);
X (t+n) = B(t+n-2, t+n-1, j(1,t+n-1)) X(t+n-1).

(3)

Calculating the transfer matrix at each stage is implemented on the basis of using the
potential theory. While using the given method it is suggested to work not with the factor
values influencing the cost but with the rates of their changing. In this case the model of
prediction includes growth rates of separate factors of activity.
A system of factors for forming a dynamic model of development of a trade enterprise
on the basis of the cost growth by using the system of factors for estimating different
components of the cost value is suggested in the work [8, 9]; the system reveals all the main
components of each type of the fundamental cost of the enterprise. The scheme of the noted
dynamic model at the maturity stage can be expressed in the following way:
I(VB)=I(NA)>I(IC) >0;
I(VО)= I(NP)>I(OI)>I(GI)>I(R)>0;
I(VI)=I(RI)>I(NPV)> I(I)>0;
I(VDF)= I(InC)>0.

(4)

In the system of equations and inequations (4): I(NA) – net assets gain rate; I(IC) – gain
rate of the invested capital, I(NP) – gain rate of the net profit; I(OI) – gain rate of the sales
profit; I(GI) – gain rate of the gross income; I(R) – gain rate of sale proceeds; I(RI) – gain
rates of investment profitability; I(NPV) – gain rate of the net present value, I(I) –
investments gain rate; I(InC) – gain rate of the innovation capital. On the basis of dynamic
models represented in Table 2 and the equations (4) an algorithm of predicting the
enterprise cost value can be made which includes the following sequence of actions.
The calculation of the current cost value of an enterprise V on the basis of MVA or CVA
methods.
Calculation of historical values of basic factors determining the cost of the enterprise:
NA, IC, R, GI, OI, NP, I, NPV, RI, InC, and also their gain rates.
Estimating the stage of the enterprise development and selecting the model of the cost
growth in accordance with Table 1.
Calculating the transfer matrix at the predicting stage:
B(t+n-2, t+n-1, j(1,t+n-1)) based on accounting for the retrospective data (here n is an
iteration step)
Calculating the predicted values of gain rates of basic factors determining the cost of the
enterprise at the stage of predicting (t+n):
X(t+n) = В(t+n-2, t+n-1, j(1,t+n-1)) X(t+n-1).
Calculating the predicted values of gain rates of the fundamental cost of the enterprise at
the stage of predicting (t+n), using the components – balance, operational, investment and
the component of dynamic flexibility respectively:
Vf(t+n)= VB(t+n)+ VO(t+n)+ VI(t+n)+ VDF(t+n).
Calculating the predicted value of the fundamental cost of the enterprise:
Vf(t+n)= Vf(t+n-1)+ Vft+n).
Stages connected with calculating the matrix of transition may be repeated the required
number of times depending on the size of the predicting period.
Unlike algorithms of predicting considered within the framework of development of
Shalanov school methods where dimensional values of enterprise activity factors are used,
this approach deals with predicting gain rates of the main factors of the enterprise financial
economic activity, as relative factors which first of all characterize the quality of the
system.
It allows to avoid the influence of trend changes in the original data and from the other
side it enables preserving the main advantage of the given method of predicting –
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systematic approach as complex accounting for all basic factors influencing the results of
functioning of the system being modeled.

5 Conclusions
A modification of the method of predicting the cost of an enterprise on the basis of
Shalanov’s chains is suggested; this modification enables implementing the concept of
system predicting. The represented method differs from the known methods in using
principles of system dynamics when growth of private cost parameters is considered
together with other factors of financial and economic activity of an enterprise. The structure
of fundamental cost of an enterprise is taken into account in the suggested approach, and
also principles of dynamic compatibility of the parameters used for evaluating the quality of
the enterprise development on the basis of its cost are observed.
The second important distinguishing feature of the suggested approach is flexibility in
selecting the basic model of cost growth which enables adequate accounting of changes in
the enterprise goals at each stage and adjusting differences between the change in basic
factors of productivity and efficiency of its activity at each stage of development on the one
hand and fixation on cost growth as integral factor of development efficiency of an
enterprise on the other hand.
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